Barn door hardware just for looks

Add a distinctive touch to the outside of your home with exterior Dummy Roller Series hardware from Goldberg Brothers. These powder-coated steel dummy hangers and tracks make decorative window shutters look like functional barn doors, but the dummy hangers don’t actually move once installed.

- Attaches to decorative shutters and window trim
- Fits shutters up to 1 1/2” thick
- Available with J-strap or wagon wheel dummy hangers
- Dummy hangers can be installed anywhere along the track
- Tracks sold separately in eight standard lengths from 2’ to 8’
- Custom-length tracks available by special order
- Complete sets also available with track included
- No weight limit because hardware is only decorative
- Weather-resistant, zinc-coated bolts and aluminum spacers
- Available in 3 colors: matte black, silver, bronze texture

Single-shutter complete set includes:
- 4’ track
- 2 J-strap or wagon wheel dummy hangers
- 2 track stops
- All necessary bolts and spacers

Dual-shutter complete set includes:
- 8’ track
- 4 J-strap or wagon wheel dummy hangers
- 2 track stops
- All necessary bolts and spacers
Barn door hardware for art’s sake

Mount photos, posters, paintings, mirrors, and more with interior Dummy Roller Series hardware from Goldberg Brothers. These powder-coated steel dummy hangers and tracks look like our real barn door hardware, but the hangers don’t move once installed. They’re a fun, attention-grabbing alternative to conventional frames.

- Attaches to most rigid, rectangular items up to 1½” thick
- Available with J-strap or wagon wheel dummy hangers
- Dummy hangers can be installed anywhere along the track
- Tracks sold separately in eight standard lengths from 2’ to 8’
- Custom-length tracks available by special order
- Complete sets also available with track included
- 50 lb weight limit if item is not also fixed to wall
- Available in 16 powder coat colors or raw steel

Complete set includes:

- 5’ track
- 2 J-strap or wagon wheel dummy hangers
- 2 track stops
- All necessary mounting hardware